Abstract-Design debugging is a major bottleneck in modern very large scale integration design flows as both the design size and the length of the error trace contribute to its inherent complexity. With typical design blocks exceeding half a million synthesized logic gates and error traces in the thousands of clock cycles, the complexity of the debugging problem poses a great challenge to automated debugging techniques. This paper aims to address this daunting challenge by introducing the bounded model debugging methodology that iteratively analyzes bounded sequences of the error trace. Two techniques are introduced in this methodology to solve this growing problem. The first technique iteratively analyzes bounded subsequences of the error trace of increasing size until the error is found or the entire trace is analyzed. The second technique partitions the error trace into non-overlapping bounded sequences of clock cycles which are each separately analyzed. A discussion of these two techniques is presented and a unified methodology that leverages the strengths of both techniques is developed. Empirical results on real industrial designs show that for large designs and long error traces the proposed methodology can find the actual error in 79% of cases with the first technique and 100% of cases with the second technique. In cases where the methodology is not used only 21% of cases are able to find the actual error. These numbers confirm the benefits of the proposed methodology to allow conventional automated debuggers to handle much larger real-life circuits.
I. Introduction
T HE RELENTLESS consumer appetite for innovative electronic devices places great demands on the performance of modern very large scale integration (VLSI) designs. An inevitable result of this trend is an increase in both their size and complexity. This leads to significantly greater costs in both design verification and the subsequent debugging process. Since the complexity of both these tasks is projected to increase by nearly two orders of magnitude in the next few years [1] , the research community is challenged to generate new computer automated design (CAD) verification and debug methodologies to meet the time-to-market demands and the current growth rate of the semiconductor industry [2] .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TCAD. 2010.2061370 Property and equivalence checkers [3] , [4] , assertion-based verification and functional coverage tools [5] , and recent advances in powerful solving engines such as binary decision diagrams (BDD), Boolean satisfiability (SAT), and satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) [6] - [8] have allowed verification computer-aided design (CAD) tools [9] - [12] to achieve great strides into their ability to aid engineers in detecting functional design errors. Despite these developments, there has been relatively less work directed toward debugging the error once it has been detected. In this paper, the term debugging represents the process that follows functional verification where a failure is detected and the engineer tries to pin-point the location of the error and fix it. This issue is increasingly becoming a bottleneck as it has been reported that debugging, a predominantly manual process today, consumes up to 60% of the total verification time [13] . Therefore, it is important to develop automated debugging tools to alleviate this manual resourceintensive process.
A central reason behind the complexity of debugging is the increasing design size and the length of counter-examples. Today, typical design blocks can exceed half a million synthesized logic gates. Further, counter-examples (i.e., error traces) returned by dynamic or formal verification methodologies can be thousands of cycles long [14] . Most existing automated debugging solutions replicate the combinational part of the circuit for as many cycles as the counter-example requires before they operate [15] - [18] . Due to this, the debugging complexity of a sequential circuit directly depends on the number of cycles in the error trace [19] and it grows exponentially with the number of injected errors. Admittedly, to cope with this daunting challenge, engineers must invent new CAD techniques to alleviate the manual debugging pain.
This paper aims to address these concerns by introducing a set of techniques, which are collectively referred to as bounded model debugging (BMD), to cope with the growing complexity of the design debugging problem. The central theme behind BMD is the use of bounded subsequences of the error trace called windows to manage the excessive error trace length of modern designs. Each window is iteratively analyzed starting from the cycle where the failure first occurs. By iteratively analyzing bounded windows instead of the entire error trace, a dramatic reduction in the memory and run-time requirements of the debugger are achieved.
The first BMD technique called window expansion [20] is motivated by the empirical observation that functional errors are often excited in close temporal proximity to their failure point. It stems from the practical experience of verification engineers who begin their analysis for clock cycles just prior to the failure in the error trace. Later, they progressively expand 0278-0070/$26.00 c 2010 IEEE their search radius to larger windows of clock cycles near the failure until the error is found. Similarly, window expansion begins by constructing a small debugging instance for a bounded suffix window of an error trace containing the failure. Based on the solutions returned, the methodology determines whether to expand the bound of the suffix or if the results are complete. This process repeats until either the resources are exhausted or the algorithm terminates with complete results.
The second BMD technique called window partitioning [21] generalizes the window expansion approach for SAT-based debugging as it divides the error trace into non-overlapping bounded windows and analyzes each one separately. It begins this process by constructing a debugging instance for a bounded suffix window of the error trace. The solutions are analyzed to determine whether the results are complete, and if they are not, an over-approximation of that instance is generated in the form of an interpolant. Using the interpolant, the next bounded window in the sequence is analyzed by explicitly modeling that window and combining it with the interpolant from the previous iteration. By iteratively analyzing a fixed sized bounded window, it avoids the costly computation of explicitly modeling the entire error trace. This results in a significant reduction in the amount of resources needed which may come at a small sacrifice to the final resolution, that is, the number of suspect locations returned.
Both BMD techniques have their own strengths and tradeoffs where one may be preferred over the other under certain conditions. A discussion of these techniques is presented that describes the conditions under which each technique should be used in an automated debugging flow. From these discussions, a unified methodology is developed that leverages their strengths and balances their inherent tradeoffs.
An extensive set of experiments on large hardware designs with long error traces from both OpenCores [22] and industrial partners illustrates the benefits of this paper. The window expansion and window partitioning techniques are able to successfully find the actual error in 79% and 100% of the instances, respectively, while previous work is only able to find the actual error in 21% of the cases.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section II introduces background information and notation necessary to understand the contributions in this paper. Section III describes motivation for the intuition behind the BMD methodology. Window expansion is introduced in Section IV and window partitioning is presented in Section V. Section VI presents a discussion of these two techniques as well as a unified BMD methodology. Experiments are presented in Section VII and Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. Preliminaries

A. Notation and Definitions
The letters x, y, and s refer to the set of primary inputs, primary outputs, and state (memory) elements, respectively. 
The ) and suffix window (V k p ) denote windows either starting at the first clock cycle or ending at the last clock cycle, respectively. In our presentation, we will occasionally omit the term window and just use the terms of suffix or prefix instead.
For this paper, we assume that the error is first observed in the last clock cycle of the error trace. If this is not the case, a shorter error trace can be trivially generated by taking the shortest prefix that exhibits the erroneous behavior.
B. SAT-Based Design Debugging
Design debugging finds all error location suspects that explain the erroneous behavior of a design exposed by a given error trace [23] . The error cardinality N of a debugging problem refers to the number of distinct suspects returned in a solution by the method used. A debugging method is said to be complete for a given error cardinality if it returns all solutions whose functions can be separately modified to fix the erroneous behavior. Most existing methodologies for sequential circuits replicate the state transition of the circuit for the length of the error trace [19] , a fact that imposes performance constraints because the complexity of debugging grows exponentially to the number of errors [15] (combinational circuitry * # trace cycles) # errors .
Historically, fault diagnosis techniques such as simulation, BDDs and path-tracing [23] were first used to tackle debugging. Complementary techniques such as trace minimization [14] are also developed to reduce the debugging complexity by minimizing the error trace before debugging. More recently, SAT-based methodologies are shown to exhibit significant performance advantages when compared to traditional techniques [15] . Following the original work, extensions using quantified Boolean formula [19] , maximum satisfiability [16] , UNSAT cores [24] , and others [25] , [26] extend the benefits of the original methodology. With no loss of generality, this paper presents BMD in terms of SAT-based debugging. As such, we present some essentials that remain relevant to the work presented here.
SAT-based design debugging [15] encodes the design debugging problem into a SAT instance for each given error trace. Each satisfying assignment to this instance corresponds to a suspect that can correct the erroneous behavior in the design. This instance is created in several steps.
First, the transition relation is enhanced by introducing a correction model for each potential error location (gate, module, and so on). Each correction model has an associated suspect variable, e i , which works as follows: if e i = 1 then the ith potential error location is disconnected from its fan-in and becomes a free variable. This can be achieved either through adding multiplexors [15] 
where a satisfying assignment provides a solution in the form of a set of suspects. Returned solutions can be used as blocking clauses to allow the algorithm to iterate multiple times and return all possible suspect error locations [15] . The following example illustrates the process described above. Example 1: Fig. 1 shows a two time-frame expanded circuit of an erroneous two gate design with one state element. The correction models for each gate are denoted by ⊗. The suspect variables for these correction models are e 1 and e 2 corresponding to gates g 1 and g 2 , respectively. The actual error inserted in the design is that the gate g 2 is be a buffer instead of an inverter. The error trace
demonstrates an erroneous behavior of the circuit. For N = 1, a satisfying assignment for {e 1 , e 2 } is e 1 ∧ e 2 .
C. Unsatisfiable Cores and Interpolants
Given a SAT instance φ in CNF that is unsatisfiable, an UNSAT core denoted by U is a subset of clauses of φ which is also unsatisfiable. Modern DPLL [27] solvers can generate a proof of unsatisfiability along with a corresponding resolution graph that shows that a SAT instance is unsatisfiable [28] . The resolution graph demonstrates how clauses in φ can be combined to generate the empty clause.
An interpolant [29] is a Boolean formula that can be generated from a resolution graph. For a given unsatisfiable formula φ whose clauses can be partitioned into two subsets, A and B, an interpolant is a formula P, with the following properties:
1) A → P; 2) B ∧ P is unsatisfiable; 3) P only contains only common variables of A and B. Formula P can be thought of as a particular overapproximation of the clauses in A that is UNSAT when combined with B and only involve variables common to A and B. Interpolants have been used in several applications including model checking [30] and synthesis [31] . There exists an algorithm [30] that can generate an interpolant as a Boolean circuit from the resolution graph. This algorithm can be computed in linear time in the number of vertices plus literals in the resolution graph.
III. Motivation
This section gives motivation for the BMD methodology by building intuition for the empirical observation that errors are usually located in close temporal proximity to their observation points. It begins with a probabilistic analysis of the likelihood that an error can propagate and be observed a given number of cycles later. By making assumptions about the probability of the error propagation and observability, the analysis is then simplified and presented graphically to gain intuition about this empirical observation.
It should be noted that this discussion uses a probabilistic argument which may not precisely model actual circuit behavior. It is also not used as a basis for the theory or mechanics of the BMD methodology described in later sections. Instead, the purpose of the analysis in this section is to reinforce the empirical observation that errors are usually located close to their failure points.
Proposition 1: Assuming that a single error is excited in clock cycle 1 and no other errors are excited in any other clock cycles, let prop i be the probability of the error propagating from cycle i to i + 1 and obs i be the probability of observing a failure in clock cycle i, given that the error has propagated to that cycle. Also assume that the input vector sequences are temporally independent and stationary random sequences. Then, the probability of observing the first failure in clock cycle d is
Proof: Let W i = {an error propagates from cycle i to cycle i + 1 if it has propagated to cycle i }, O i = {a failure is observable in cycle i if an error has propagated to cycle i }, and E 1 = {an error is excited in clock cycle 1}.
Probability p d can be stated in terms of events W i , O i , and
By applying the identity
Here, the events O d and
As a result, p d can be simplified as
One of the assumptions made is that input vectors in successive cycles are all (temporally) independent. Thus, any W i is independent of W j for all cycles i = j
As a result
Similarly, by the assumption, any O i is independent of O j for all cycles i and j 
Using the above, p d can be simplified to
In the assumptions, prop j and obs j are defined as prop j = P W j E 1 and
Using these definitions, p d can be presented as
We can simplify p d by assuming that prop i = prop and obs i = obs that remain constant for all cycles i resulting in 
IV. Bounded Model Debugging with Window
Expansion Instead of debugging the entire error trace, one can apply any automated debugger to a suffix window of the error trace to generate a suffix debugging instance. Window expansion uses this fact to incrementally increase the size of this suffix window until the error is found. This key idea is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The figure shows an unrolled circuit for k + 1 timeframes. The first iteration of window expansion starts from a suffix of the error trace and iteratively expands the window under analysis until the error is found. During each iteration, initial state suspect variables are used to determine if the current suffix can guarantee a complete result or whether a larger suffix must be analyzed.
The suffix debugging instance has the benefit of a reduced problem size due to the reduction in the number of timeframes analyzed, as also seen by (2) . In the worst case, window expansion can degenerate to a conventional debugging algorithm where the entire error trace has to be examined but experiments confirm that this is rarely the case.
It is clear that debugging a suffix instance can only find errors that are excited and propagated to the primary outputs within that particular suffix. However, suspects returned from the suffix debugging instance have a useful property stated in the next lemma. This lemma guarantees that if a suspect is found during a suffix debugging instance, it is also a suspect to the entire error trace. This result is used in later sections to prove certain properties of the various BMD windowing techniques that we present.
Lemma 1: For a given error cardinality N, any solution found when debugging a suffix of an error trace V k p , will be found as a solution when debugging the entire error trace V k 0 . Proof: Let E be a solution in the form of an assignment to the suspect variables in e such that for a suffix debugging instance, Debug k p ∧ E is satisfiable. We wish to prove the lemma restated formally as follows:
From (3) 
A. Ensuring Completeness
Although Lemma 1 guarantees that a solution to a suffix is a valid solution for the entire error trace, it does not ensure that the set of solutions returned is complete. This is because the suffix may not contain the excitation of the error. However, if the error is excited in a cycle that precedes the current suffix, its effects must propagate through some state elements before reaching the observed failure at the primary outputs. We use this observation to ensure completeness for window expansion.
To determine whether or not the results are complete, we simply need to determine if changing the initial state predicate of the current suffix window will generate a satisfiable instance. This can be accomplished by introducing an initial state suspect variable for each state element. If an initial state suspect is returned by the debugger, then it indicates that the current suffix may not yield complete results and a longer suffix needs to be analyzed. For example in Fig. 3 during the ith iteration, if the debugger returns a solution including the initial state suspect (denoted by ⊗ in the figure) then the bounded window must be increased to ensure complete results are achieved. Alternatively, if the solutions returned contain no initial state suspects, we can safely conclude the results are complete.
The introduction of initial state suspects has an impact on the error cardinality which must be re-examined. The next theorem presents an upper bound on the error cardinality to guarantee the completeness of the approach. Fig. 4 . The suffix, V 1 1 , is used to produce a suffix debugging instance Debug 1 1 with N = 2 and an initial state suspect e initial . A satisfying solution consists of activating the suspect variables {e initial , e 2 }. According to Theorem 1, the results are not guaranteed to be complete and the suffix must be expanded.
B. Performance Improvements
This section introduces two performance enhancements. The first relates to the error cardinality while the second one involves pruning the solution space. Since the difficulty of the debugging problem grows exponentially with the error cardinality as shown in (2), it is important to reduce the size of this parameter. We can alleviate some of the complexity introduced by Theorem 1 by using a common initial state suspect variable for all of the initial state variables. In this way, we do not distinguish between different state variables. This reduces the error cardinality of the window expansion method as stated in the next corollary. Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 1, where instead of multiple initial state suspect variables, you have one that corresponds to the entire set of initial state variables.
The second performance enhancement uses Lemma 1 to reduce the problem size in later iterations by re-using results. During each iteration the debugger will find suspects for a given suffix. Lemma 1 states that every suspect found (except initial state suspects) is a suspect for the entire trace. This means that in future iterations we can safely ignore these suspects and reduce the search space.
C. Overall Algorithm
Algorithm 1 presents pseudo-code for the overall window expansion algorithm. The algorithm works by incrementally solving larger debugging instances by expanding the suffix window using the parameter stride, which can be chosen based on the design size to provide a tradeoff between number of iterations and system resources. Initially, the algorithm uses the suffix window from clock cycle k − stride to k − 1. The e := set of potential suspect variables 4: sols ← ∅, p ← (k − stride) 5: while p >= 0 do 6: 
e ← e − sols N
8:
e ← e ∪ e initial 9: (N + 1, e) ) 10: if e initial / ∈ sol for all sol ∈ sols N+1 then 11: return sols N 12:
end if 13: e ← e − e initial , p ← p − stride 14: end while 15: return sols N 16: end procedure BMD iterations are executed by the while loop on line 5 to line 14 where successive debugging problems are constructed with longer suffixes. On line 6 the suffix window debugging instance is created and solved. Once the solutions are removed and the initial state suspect is added as a potential error location, a new debugging instance is created with error cardinality set to N + 1 on line 9. If this does not yield solutions that include the initial state suspect the algorithm exits with complete results as stated in Corollary 1. Otherwise, the algorithm removes the initial state suspect from consideration for the next iteration of the loop and expands the suffix window by stride.
V. Bounded Model Debugging with Window
Partitioning BMD with window partitioning extends the results of the previous section to provide an attractive tradeoff between performance and resolution for hard-to-debug problem instances. It does this by dividing the error trace into multiple non-overlapping bounded windows, iteratively analyzing each window separately. Each iteration directly models the current window and uses interpolants generated from previously analyzed windows to over-approximate the unmodeled suffix and examine a "sliding window" of clock cycles from the error trace.
The key idea is demonstrated in Fig. 5 where it shows an unrolled circuit for k + 1 time-frames. The error trace is partitioned into multiple fixed sized windows that are analyzed separately. In the first iteration, a standard suffix window of the error trace is used. If complete results are not guaranteed, the next non-overlapping window is then examined. However, in these subsequent iterations (3) cannot be directly applied to the current partition because it does not model the erroneous behavior leading up to the observed failure. To solve this problem, an interpolant (P k i+2 in Fig. 5 ) is generated from previously solved iterations to over-approximate the unmodeled suffix to ensure the erroneous behavior is properly constrained. By only directly modeling a bounded window of the error trace in each iteration, a drastic reduction in run-time and memory is achieved at the cost of a potential loss in resolution. This window partitioning methodology is described in detail in the following subsections.
A. UNSAT Cores and Suffix Window Debugging
When debugging a suffix window, we can gain valuable information about suspects as stated by Lemma 1. However, there is also valuable information about the debugging problem in the resulting UNSAT core of a suffix debugging instance after all the solutions have been found. The intuition behind this idea is that if an UNSAT core exists in a suffix debugging instance that does not involve initial state variables, then it must exist in the entire debugging instance. This implies that the complete set of solutions have been found in the suffix debugging instance. The following theorem describes this property in more detail.
Theorem 2: Let U be an UNSAT core generated after blocking all satisfying assignments to solutions for Debug p ∧ E is satisfiable, then U ∧ E is satisfiable. But U is an UNSAT core, which is a contradiction. So it must be the case that Debug k p ∧ E is SAT. Theorem 2 gives a condition to decide if debugging the current suffix window gives complete results. Notice that this argument does not depend on the error cardinality since both instances have the same cardinality. However in a similar manner to Theorem 1, if the UNSAT core contains state variables, to achieve complete results the prefix of the error trace must be analyzed. This is shown in the following example that illustrates a case where Theorem 2 cannot be applied. Example 3: A suffix debugging instance derived from Example 1 is shown in Fig. 6 . The suffix, V 
B. Prefix Window Debugging
Debugging a prefix window of an error trace requires additional consideration. Since the failure occurs in the last time-frame, modeling a prefix of the error trace according to (3) will result in a trivially satisfiable instance since all the primary outputs will match the expected outputs in the error trace. To ensure that the observed erroneous behavior in the last time-frame constrains the prefix debugging instance properly, the prefix debugging instance is formulated in two parts. The first part uses the conventional SAT-based formulation (3) using a prefix of the error trace and the second part uses an interpolant approximating time-frames for the corresponding suffix of the error trace.
For a suffix debugging instance, an interpolant can be generated by partitioning the clauses into two subsets A and B as follows:
Intuitively, A represents the enhanced transition relation as well as the primary input and output values for each timeframe of the suffix window. Subset B represents the initial state predicate, cardinality constraint and blocked solutions. The common variables are exactly the initial state and suspect variables. Using this partition an interpolant P k p can be generated from the resolution graph using the algorithm from [30] .
The interpolant can be interpreted as an over-approximation of the suffix debugging instance that retains the cause of unsatisfiability, i.e., the observed failure. It captures how the observed failure relates to the state and suspect variables. The benefit of using P k p is that, in most cases, the interpolant will be significantly smaller than explicitly modeling the timeframes. In cases where it is larger, the time-frames can be used directly, bounding the size of the problem. However, experimental results confirm that the interpolant is smaller than explicitly modeling the circuit.
Example 4: Fig. 7 shows the resulting resolution graph on the left and interpolant on the right from the UNSAT core in Example 3. Notice how many of the root nodes of the resolution graph generate constants values in the interpolant. This is a common occurrence and generally leads to a small interpolant relative to the UNSAT core that it was derived from.
By combining the interpolant with (3), we can now construct a prefix debugging instance that only requires explicitly modeling the prefix window of the error trace. The interpolant will constrain the final states and suspect variables of the modelled prefix window implicitly constraining the failure. The prefix debugging instance constrained with the interpolant, DebugItp p−1 0 , can be written as follows:
DebugItp p−1 0 will be UNSAT when no suspect variables are active because Debug p−1 0 will be equivalent to simulating the design for clock cycles 0 to p − 1 and will implicitly generate the initial state predicate S p which is known to be UNSAT with P k p . The next example builds from previous ones to show how a prefix debugging instance can be created. However, note this example does not show the benefit of using interpolants to reduce the size of the problem due to its simplicity.
Example 5: Fig. 8 shows how the interpolant generated in Example 4 can be used to debug a prefix of an error trace. Notice that the interpolant is significantly smaller than the resolution graph once the constants propagate through the gates. In Fig. 8 , activating suspect variable e 2 leads to the only satisfying assignment. This is consistent with the solution found in Example 1.
Since P Theorem 3 guarantees that solving the prefix debugging instance will not miss any suspects, however it may be the case that extra solutions will be returned that will not be found when debugging the entire error trace. This is due to P k p being an over-approximation of the suffix which may not constrain the prefix as strongly as explicitly modeling time-frames p to k directly. However, the relative increase in the number of extra solutions is usually small as seen in the experimental results.
C. Overall Algorithm
By using the ideas of suffix and prefix debugging, it is possible to further divide the debugging problem into smaller windows that model a user-defined number of time-frames. Algorithm 2 presents pseudo-code for a scalable debugging algorithm that divides an error trace of length k into k/step windows, where step is a user-defined parameter that specifies the maximum number of simultaneous time-frames to be directly modelled. This parameter can be chosen based on the design size to balance the number of iterations and system resources.
The algorithm iteratively analyzes windows of the error trace, starting with a suffix (lines 5-15). In each iteration, it begins by analyzing the current window of the error trace and finds all suspects shown on line 8. It then generates an UNSAT core and checks if it contains initial state variables. If it does not, it returns the current set of suspects (lines 9-12) and allows for an early exit with complete results (Theorem 2). If an early exit is not taken, it generates an interpolant from the UNSAT core. Finally, it prunes the search space by removing suspects found in this iteration.
Algorithm 2 provides a complete method to analyze long error traces that would not otherwise be possible with other techniques. However, there is a tradeoff between the step parameter and the final resolution. Each successive interpolant generated will potentially be a weaker constraint than the previous one. By setting step to a small value, too many solutions can be returned. One way to cope with this is to provide a ranking of the solutions to the user so they can concentrate their effort on the most likely solutions. Algorithm 2 implicitly gives a useful ranking of solutions. More confidence can be given to solutions found in earlier iterations because a stronger constraint is used for the approximation of the suffix. In the case of the first iteration, all solutions found in the suffix will e := set of potential suspect variables 4: sols ← ∅, P ← 1
5:
while k > 0 do 6: 
U ← ExtractUNSATCore(inst, sols) 10: if U ∩ S p = ∅ then 11: return sols 12: end if 13 :
14:
e ← e -sols, k ← k -step 15: end while 16: return sols 17: end procedure be found when debugging the entire error trace, as stated in Lemma 1.
VI. Unified BMD Methodology
This section provides a discussion on the benefits, tradeoffs, and application of the window expansion and window partitioning techniques under a unified BMD methodology. It begins by analyzing each technique and describes the situations in which they are appropriate. This is followed by a discussion of a unified BMD methodology that leverages the strengths of both techniques.
The window expansion technique incrementally formulates the debugging problem by examining suffix windows of increasing size allowing for incremental user feedback. It is a complete method that provides significant benefit in terms of memory and run-time especially in earlier iterations when the suffix window is small. In later iterations where the suffix window is large, this benefit is reduced and in the worst case can degenerate to analyzing the full error trace which may require excessive resources.
The window partitioning technique on the other hand, divides the error trace up into non-overlapping partitions and separately examines each partition using interpolants to approximate the unmodeled suffix. It provides the ability to fully analyze long error traces because each partition is much smaller than the full error trace. However, due to the use of the interpolant as an over-approximation this technique may result in a loss of resolution causing too many suspects to be returned.
Both these techniques should be used in situations that leverage their strengths. Window expansion is best utilized as the default methodology for an automated design debugging flow because it provides complete results for each suffix it analyzes. Since many real-world errors are likely to be close to their failure points, this methodology will find many errors quickly with good resolution. In cases where window expansion exceeds the system resources, the only alternative Algorithm 3 Unified BMD Algorithm 1: step := maximum number of time-frames 2: stride := expansion rate of algorithm 3: procedure Unified BMD(step, stride) 4: e := set of potential suspect variables 5: sols ← ∅, P ← 1 6: while k > 0 do 7: p ← max(k − step, 0) 8:
e ← e -sols 11: end while 12: return sols 13: end procedure is to use the window partitioning technique to analyze long error traces and find "deep" bugs even though there might be some potential loss in resolution. Using these two guidelines, the next section develops a unified BMD methodology that leverages the strengths of both techniques.
A. Overall Algorithm
By combining the window expansion and window partitioning techniques, a unified methodology can be developed that provides a more favorable tradeoff compared to using the techniques separately.
The unified methodology begins by dividing the error trace into partitions using the window partitioning technique. For each partition, instead of using (3) directly on the partition, it uses the window expansion technique to incrementally solve each one of them. Using both BMD techniques together provides a more flexible tradeoff between resolution and resources. It addresses the two major challenges with using the BMD techniques in isolation. It addresses the first challenge by using the window partitioning technique to overcome the resource limitation of the window expansion technique. The second challenge is addressed by providing an incremental window expansion formulation to find an exact set of solutions for each partition.
The guidelines for the unified methodology are similar to the guidelines for the individual BMD techniques. The partition sizes should be as large as possible to ensure that the over-approximation does not return too many solutions. The window expansion technique is utilized on each partition to provide quick incremental results back to the user. In this situation, the number of times the interpolant is used as an approximation is minimized so that the resolution does not suffer, while the window expansion technique still provides the benefit of an incremental formulation for each large partition.
Algorithm 3 presents pseudo-code for the unified BMD algorithm combining both window expansion and window partitioning. The algorithm is passed two parameters, step and stride, that control the expansion rate and the maximum number of time-frames for each partition. Each iteration of the loop on line 6 examines a window of time-frames corresponding to each partition. This process is similar to Algorithm 2. The difference lies on line 8 where BMD with window expansion Total # Suspects  ac97  25 314  2346  1092  div64bits  75 111  5512  143  fdct  377 849  5717  4658  fpu  81 303  715  939  fxu  602 713  29 080  33 088  mem ctrl  46 425  1145  2451  rsdecoder  11 380  521  1623  rx comm  586 695  30 339  15 840  spi  2103  132  223  vga  153 536  17 055  1337  wb  3617  90  407 runs on the current partition instead of directly solving (3). By using the window expansion algorithm, each partition is solved incrementally gaining the benefit of both the window partitioning and window expansion algorithms.
VII. Experiments
In this section, we present experimental results for the proposed BMD methodology. All experiments are run on a single core of a Core 2 Quad 2.66 GHz machine with 8 GB of memory with a timeout of 3600 s. The debugger used is a C++ sequential SAT-based engine based on [15] with a Verilog frontend to allow for register transfer level (RTL)-based diagnosis. MiniSAT-v1.14 [32] is used to solve all the SAT instances as well as generate the proofs of unsatisfiability.
The effectiveness of the proposed techniques are shown on industrial Verilog RTL designs from OpenCores [22] as well as two commercial designs in production (fxu, rx comm) provided to the authors by semiconductor firms. Table I presents the design statistics. The four columns show the design name, number of total gates, number of flip flops and the total number of potential error locations.
Each debug instance is generated by randomly selecting an RTL line and inserting a typical industrial RTL error such as a wrong state transition, incorrect operator or incorrect module instantiation that is detected by the corresponding design testbench. The error trace is recorded from the simulation of the erroneous design with its testbench and suspects returned correspond to an error location in the RTL. It is important to emphasize that each RTL suspect may correspond to dozens of error locations in a gate-level formulation of the debugging problem. Effectively, multiple gate-level errors are implicitly detected using this setup.
A. BMD with Window Expansion
The experimental results for the proposed window expansion technique are presented in Table II . For each design in Table I , an instance is created by inserting an error into the design. Instances are named by appending a number after the design name to indicate which error is inserted. The first two columns of the table show the instance name and the number of clock cycles in the entire error trace. Each row of the table corresponds to an instance that is run using both a stand-alone debugger and the window expansion technique.
The next four columns of the table show the results of running the stand-alone SAT-based debugger using the entire error trace. Columns 3-6 represent the run-time in seconds, peak memory in MB, the number of solutions found as well as if the actual error inserted is found, respectively. Terms TO (MEMOUT) refers to a time-out (memory-out) being declared. For time-out conditions, partial results are listed in the table. For memory-out conditions, results for fully completed iterations are listed, however iterations that caused a memory-out are not counted since the CNF cannot be generated to obtain the results.
Finally, the last five columns of Table II show the results of the proposed window expansion technique. Algorithm 1 is implemented and run with stride = 10 until either the algorithm terminates or a time-out or memory-out is declared. A stride of 10 is chosen so that each iteration of the window expansion would grow incrementally as to not cause an immediate memory-out. Columns 7-11 show the run-time in seconds, peak memory in MB, number of solutions returned, number of iterations run, and the iteration the actual error is found, respectively. A value of 0 in the last column translates to the error not being found by the algorithm.
The benefits of the window expansion technique are clear from the number of instances where it returns the error compared to a stand-alone debugger. Window expansion is able to find the actual error in 22 of the 28 instances whereas the stand-alone debugger is only able to find it in six cases due to 20 of the instances being declared with a memoryout due to excessive unrolling of the time-frames. This shows the value of incrementally formulating the debugging problem using window expansion so that the memory resources are not exhausted as in the case of just the stand-alone debugger.
This incremental formulation also allows the use of initial state suspects which are effective in eight instances where complete results are declared before the entire error trace is analyzed. Moreover, in many of these instances, the actual error is found in the first iteration. This suggests that the empirical observation described in Section III is valid. Fig. 9 shows a better picture of how the excitation point of the error varies with the distance from the failure. The figure plots the number of solutions returned by window expansion against the number of iterations. Notice that after some point, the number of solutions returned by window expansion plateaus indicating that analyzing more of the error trace does not yield more suspects. For example, fpu4 plateaus at 25 solutions in the fourth iteration and spi1 plateaus at 27 in the twentieth iteration. This gives further evidence to confirm our empirical observation from Section III that errors are generally excited in close temporal proximity to their failure point.
B. BMD with Window Partitioning
The experimental results for the window partitioning technique are shown in Table III . Algorithm 2 is implemented and run with a fixed number of iterations (r = k/step ) for each instance. As in Table II , each row corresponds to an instance of the designs in Table I with different values of r. The same notation for time-out and memory-out are also used. Again, partial results are available for the time- Iter Found  ac971  680  663  5557  34  Yes  TO  3250  24  34  1  ac972  986  N/A  MEMOUT  0  No  TO  2621  41  30  30  div64bits1  110  TO  4614  0  No  TO  1783  30  4  2  div64bits2  110  TO  4299  0  No  TO  1468  18  4  2  fdct1  184  N/A  MEMOUT  0  No  TO  3985  41  3  2  fdct2 180 out case and in the memory-out case for iterations that fully complete. The first column of Table III indicates the instance name. These are the same instances from Table II so the results are comparable. The rest of the columns are divided into three sets of experiments with r set to 2, 5, and 10, respectively. Columns 2-5 correspond to r = 2, 6-9 for r = 5, and 10-13 for r = 10. Each set of experiments shows the run-time in seconds, peak memory in MB, the number of solutions returned as well as if the actual error is found.
The benefit of the window partitioning technique is apparent when looking at the number of memory-out conditions compared with using the entire error trace. The number of memory-out cases are 15, 7 and 3 for r = 2, r = 5 and r = 10, respectively, compared with 20 for the full error trace. As expected the number of memory-out conditions decrease with smaller window sizes because the peak memory for the entire run will be decreased with the use interpolants.
From Table III , for the same instance, different values of r produce different results with respect to memory-out conditions. In some cases, larger values of r memory-out while smaller ones run successfully. This can be explained because the size of the interpolant is not necessarily proportional to the SAT instance that the proof of unsatisfiability is derived from. This causes the peak memory to grow larger at higher values of r. For example, rsdecoder1 shows a case where at r = 10 a memory-out condition with peak memory greater than 8000 MB but r = 2 uses only 727 MB and r = 5 uses 3041 MB. However, the average memory reduction for r = 2, r = 5, and r = 10 is 19%, 41%, and 49%, respectively, compared to debugging the entire error trace, indicating that the general trend is still a decrease in the peak memory as r is increased. A similar occurrence happens for run-time as well. For example, fpu3 has a time-out at r = 10 while at r = 5 and r = 2 it is able to run to completion. This can be explained in two ways. First, at larger values of r there are more iterations which can potentially increase the run-time of the technique. Second, the run-time of the SAT instance is not necessarily proportional to the size of the instance causing additional discrepancy between the different values of r. Despite this variability, the reduction in run-time compared to a conventional debugger is still on average 39%, 53%, and 59% for increasing values of r indicating that overall smaller windows still perform better.
The number of solutions returned by the window partitioning technique as r varies for several sample designs is shown in Fig. 10 . The solutions are calculated relative to the total number of potential suspects in the problem which are listed in Table I . A value of 0 indicates the problem did not return any results due to time-out or memory-out conditions. In this graph, r = 1 corresponds to the stand-alone debugger where the entire error trace is used. Notice that in most cases, the relative increase in suspects as r increases is relatively small. However, there can exist outliers such as rsdecoder2. In this instance, the interpolant is a weak constraint on the partition windows and results in a large increase in solutions. This outlines the tradeoff when using window partitioning. In cases where the debugging problem requires excessive resources, the window partitioning technique effectively reduces the memory and run-time at the cost of a potential increase in the number of solutions. Fig. 11 shows a comparison between a stand-alone debugger, window expansion and window partitioning with respect to number of instances solved. Each instance is categorized as either able to find the actual suspect, not able to find the suspect due to time-out, or not able to find the suspect due to memory-out. Both window expansion and window partitioning are able to find the error in more instances than a conventional debugger which is only able to find the actual error in 21% of the 28 cases. We can also see that the number of instances where the actual error is found also increases from 11 to 22 to 28 for increasing values of r. This occurs due to the fact that window partitioning is able to solve instances at larger r values without triggering a memory-out condition.
C. Unified BMD Methodology
When compared to window expansion, window partitioning is able to find the actual error in 100% of the instances at r = 10 compared to window expansion finding the actual error in 79% of the 28 instances. While comparing the number of instances that yield complete results without a time-out or memory-out condition, r = 10 solves 14 instances while window expansion is only able to successfully complete nine instances. This outlines one of the major benefits of window partitioning over window expansion showing that using in- terpolants can solve more instances while still maintaining complete results.
Comparing the results from Tables II and III , the results show that both window expansion and window partitioning perform better in most instances than the full error trace with respect to run-time and peak memory. There are several outliers for both which occur for relatively small problems (less than 1000 s or 2 GB). This suggests for these smaller problems running a conventional debugger is sufficient and the BMD methodology may not be necessary. However for larger problems (greater than 1000 s or 2 GB), the advantage of using BMD is clear as more instances are solved and dramatic reductions in run-time and peak memory are attained. Table IV shows a separate set of experiments comparing the window expansion and window partitioning technique to determine the effect of the over-approximation of the window partitioning technique. Instances that are able to complete more than ten iterations (100 time-frames) within the given time and memory limit are chosen for Table II . Each instance is modified so that the suffix of the error trace uses at most 100 time-frames. A stride of 50 is used for the window expansion technique and r = 2 for the window partitioning technique.
There is a small increase in the number of solutions across most instances such as ac971 and fpu4. However in certain cases such as spi1, the increase in the number of solutions can be much larger (10 vs. 26) resulting in a great decrease in resolution. From the discussion in Section VI, this confirms the methodology of favoring the window expansion technique over the window partitioning technique because although on average the over-approximation may not cause a great decrease in resolution, there are certain cases in which there can be a large discrepancy. Since it is not known beforehand whether the specific instance is one of these cases, it is generally safer to use the window expansion technique if run-time and memory resources allow it. Table V shows experiments run using the unified methodology. The hardest instances from Table III that cause a memoryout but are able to finish at least one iteration are used in these experiments. The columns of the table list the instance name, run-time, memory, number of solutions, additional solutions over Table III and if the actual error is found. The number of partitions (r = k/step ) are listed beside the instance name and the stride used is half of the corresponding step value.
Benchmarks fdct2, fxu1 and rsdecoder1 all return more solutions than just using window partitioning alone. For instance, fxu1 returned 57 solutions with the unified methodology compared with only 30 using window partitioning alone. The additional solutions that the algorithm is able to find are due to the fact that the window partitioning algorithm causes a memory-out during one of the iterations while the unified methodology did not. The memory-out condition is caused in the window partitioning experiments because the unrolled design with the interpolant is too large. However, in the case of the unified methodology the design is unrolled for fewer frames resulting in the ability to analyze more of the error trace. In the case of vga4 however, fewer solutions are found because of the unified methodology took longer to run due to the increase in the number of iterations. Considering a longer time-out vga4 would have found the same number of solutions before the memory-out condition because it occurred during the calculation of the interpolant which would be identical for both instances.
VIII. Conclusion Debugging today is a predominantly manual process that has become a bottleneck in the long and costly verification cycle. This paper introduced the BMD methodology to help conventional debuggers handle instances with long error traces. The first BMD technique was based on the empirical observation that the error is more likely to be excited within close temporal proximity to the failure point. It iteratively analyzes larger and larger bounded windows of the error trace until results are known to be complete. A second technique was also described in which the error trace is partitioned into non-overlapping windows each of which is separately analyzed. A set of comprehensive theoretical results were presented to guarantee the completeness of both approaches as well as an in-depth discussion of the two techniques. Based on those results, a unified methodology was later developed that leverages the strengths of both techniques. A set of extensive experiments on industrial designs show that the proposed framework finds the actual error in more than 79% of cases with the first BMD technique, 100% of cases with the second technique and only 21% of the cases without the BMD methodology. The proposed methodology allows large debugging problems with very long traces to be solved efficiently in terms of peak memory and run-time. The work presented here benefits existing debuggers as it allows them to handle real-life industrial problems.
